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WEDDING  
TERMS & CONDITIONS  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
WHO 

- Photographer (or videographer, both terms are mentioned as ‘photographer’)  
o Name: Marleen Serné Photography 

 
 
PHOTOGRAPHY & EDITING 

- Photographer isn’t responsible for face expressions, light circumstances or for missing 
moments due to unexpected changes in the schedule or traffic.  

- Including selection and editing of the photos (excluding retouch of faces). 
- Photo’s visible in an online gallery (available for 1 year).  
- Client agrees on the photography (and/ or videography) editing style of Photographer as 

presented on marleenserne.nl 
- Photographer will edit the photos and or video in a color or black and white.  
- For video’s: Clients have one feedback round.  

 
PAYMENTS 

- A deposit payment is necessary to hold the date.  
- The balance due invoice will be sent +/- 30 days before the wedding.  
- Payment of the invoice needs to be done within 2 weeks (14 days) after sending the invoice.  
- If the payment isn’t done, photographer will not deliver the photos.  
- Payments aren’t refundable.  

 
 
CANCELATIONS 

- Client may postpone the wedding under the following requirements.  
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1. Photographer is available on the new date. If Marleen Serné isn’t available, an associate 
photographer will photograph the wedding and Marleen will edit the photos.  

2. The new wedding date has to be within 1 year from the original date. If it’s later than 1 
year, the new prices will be used.  

- Client may cancel this Agreement until 30 days prior to the event. Payments aren’t 
refundable.  

- Photographer may cancel this Agreement at any time. If Photographer cancels, she will 
provide an associate photographer or a replacement photographer.  
 

 
ADDITIONAL TERMS OF CONDITIONS  

- Photographer will save all the HR and RAW files until one year after the wedding day.  
- Clients must tag @marleenserne on social media when posting the photos.  

 

COPYRIGHT 

- Photographer shall maintain the copyright of all photographs.  
- Photographer grants Client permission to make copies of the images for personal use by 

Client and their family and friends.  
- Sale, publication, or any other commercial use is specifically prohibited without the prior 

written consent of Photographer.  
 

LEGAL 

- All matters governed in this agreement are subject to Dutch law.   
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